A0117272 - 80' 2009 LIFT-ALL LAN/HD-75; 2009 INTERNATIONAL 4300 4X2
Warehouse: N81 - NRU - NESCO - TALLAHASSEE, FL

CHASSIS SPECIFICATIONS
VIN: 1HTMMAAR39H075401
Engine Make / HP: 7.6L DT466 / 225
Transmission: ALLISON 3000RDS 5-SPEED A
Brakes: AIR
Hitch: PINTLE HOOK
Winch Location: N/A
Drive Type: NON-AWD
Fuel Type: DIESEL
Capacity: N/A
Rail Gear: N

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Serial Number: 940408875LAN
Working Height: 80'
Bucket: 24X48X42 2-MAN
Certified Kv: 49KV CAT C
Rotation: CONTINUOUS
Outrigger(s): (A) FRAME AND RADIAL
Mount: OVER REAR AXLE
Tool Circuit: HYD AT PLATFORM
Controls: SINGLE STICK
Body: FLATBED W/T BOX
Additional:
Over Center: N
Telescoping: N
Upper Controls: Y

DIMENSIONS / MILES / HOURS / WEIGHTS
Height: 13' Width: 6'
Length: 25' Unladen: 23,000LBS
GVWR: 33,000 Axle Capacity: 12,000LBS front / 21,000LBS rear
Axle Capacity: 238 WB / 120 CA
Wheelbase: 238 WB / 120 CA
Tire Size: FRT 12R22.5, R 11R22.5
Tread Front/Rear: 17/32; 19/32
Tread Updated: 02/06/2018
PTO Hours: 2224
Engine Hours: 3,518
Hours Updated: 06/21/2019
Miles: 35,283
Miles Updated: 06/21/2019

Insurance Value: $53,900.00

Additional Specs:
80' 09 LIFT LAN/HD75; 09 IH 4300 4X2 A0117272 EQUIP DESC: END HUNG PLATFORM, OUTRIGGER CONTROLS AT TAIL SHELF, REMOTE START/STOP AT PLATFORM, MECHANICAL PLATFORM LEVELING, CONTROL HAS DOUBLE SAFETY INTERLOCK, 2 WOOD OUTRIGGER PADS TRUCK DESC: 8.25X22.5 DISC WHEELS, 100 AMP ALTERNATOR, 50-GAL STEEL FUEL TANK, AM/FM/C D, A/C, STEEL FRONT BUMPER, AIR DRYER WHEELS, SINGLE HORIZONTAL EXHAUST, 7-WAY TRLR CONNECTION SOCKET, CHROME GRILLE, FRONT END TILTING, CRUISE, ENGINE BLOCK HEATER, FUEL/WATER SEPARATOR, ELECTRIC BRAKE CONTROL, 4 WHEEL CHOCKS